
 
Mini Oxford style checklist Migration Studies 

This journal follows Oxford Humsoc style.  
REFERENCE STYLE 

 References are given in a references section at end of paper.  
 Citations are ordered: author, date, title, place of publication 

Articles: Stookey, R. W. (1974) ‘Social Structure and Politics in the Yemen 
Arab Republic’, Middle East Journal, 28/3: 248–60. 

 Books: Magarey, M. E. (1988) ‘Examination of the Cervical and Thoracic 
Spine’. In: Grant R (ed.) Physical Therapy of the Cervical and Thoracic Spine, 
pp. 81–109. Churchill Livingstone: New York. 

Websites: Strunk, William (1999), The Elements of Style (Geneva, NY, 
1918; pubd online July 1999) <http://www.bartleby.com/141> accessed 14 
Dec 2001. 

 For our or more authors use 'and others' or et al. 
 Page spans are elided to one digit: e.g. 196–7

IN TEXT CITATIONS 
 In-text citations: (Smith 1994), (Magarey 1988; Maitland 2001), Smith & Jones 

(1994a) 
QUOTATIONS 

 Pull out as separate paragraph if more than 5 lines of text. 
 In text quotes: single quotation marks are used 
 Quotes within quotes use double quotation marks

ABBREVIATIONS 
 Spell out at first use 
 Latin phrases such as Ibid. and supra are allowed 
 Units of measure: use 'per cent' in running text 
 5 C and 5–10 C 
 US states should be abbreviated to the official three-letter abbreviations or 

postal two-letter abbreviations
SPELLING 

 UK ize preferred, UK ise and US spelling allowed. (See the Concise Oxford 
Dictionary http://www.askoxford.com/

PUNCTUATION 
 Oxford comma allowed 
 Provide punctuation after closing single quotes if the punctuation is not part of 

the sentence in quotes. 
 There should be no comma after i.e. or e.g.

NUMBERS AND DATES 
 Numbers less than 100: spell out, for values and numerals with units, use 2 

days/two days 
 Number spans are elided to one digit, e.g. 120–6, 90–8 
 Thousand separator is a comma, e.g. 1,000 
 Dates are given in the format: 20 January 1999

 


